Society of American Foresters

The members of the student chapter of the Society of American Foresters were busy again this past year. It all began in August when four representatives attended the national convention in Quebec. This was actually an international meeting where people from different parts of the world spoke on their topic of importance. Of course it was fun trying to “parler” with the local Quebeciat.

The topics and the speakers arranged were chosen to cover a variety of important issues dealing with our futures, as foresters or otherwise; such as Audubon and Great Northern Paper each proposing their side of the “Big A” dam controversy, tropical forestry, and Maine Christmas Tree Association. These speakers broadened interests and made participants more aware of issues and opportunities, not only in Maine but in the U.S. and its subsidiaries.

The student chapter also ran an informational display at the Common Ground Fair, which proved to be interesting in itself.

This year was also our year to be the host student chapter at the New England SAF Convention, held in Portland, Maine and to win back the trophy for the third annual forestry quiz bowl and to test the new buzzer system. This was quite an event and was the first New England meeting to be cosponsored with The Wildlife Society, American Fisheries and the Society of American Foresters.

Overall it was an interesting and fun filled year. Join us sometime!
Even the most seemingly complicated things, with practice, become quite simple once learned.
Thanks to the College of Forest Resources activity fee, this has been a lively year for the Wildlife Society. Our monthly meetings have covered a wide variety of topics ranging from Peregrin falcon re-introduction to moose ecology. All the programs were both entertaining and educational.

We also took to the outdoors occasionally. In addition to the annual whale watch and bird walks, we took part in a winter coastal survey of loons and are planning a bird watching trip to Mount Desert Island. On the more social side, the Wildlife Society organized a softball game in which the undergrads crushed the Nutting Hall faculty-graduate student team 28-12! Will youth prevail again next year?

The Wildlife Society conclave team will be traveling to New Jersey to compete in the Northeastern Wildlife Conclave in March. Besides on a mission to regain the title; the team members will be treated to many educational presentations, and ‘underutilized game’ dinner, and a tour of the pine barrens.

Our annual game banquet will once again be held at the Penobscot County Conservation Association in Brewer in April. After a hardy meal of both common and unusual wild foods, R.A. Lautenschlager will provide musical entertainment while door prizes and awards are being presented.

One of the most encouraging aspects of the year was the participation of the underclassmen. With their enthusiasm, the Wildlife Society will continue providing many more fun filled and educational opportunities outside the classroom in the year to come. We welcome anyone who is interested in wildlife and the environment to take part in our activities.
XI SIGMA PI

Xi Sigma Pi got off to a good start this year with a total overhaul of the exam file and the tutoring program. Many students used both of these services, especially the exam file, and we were more than happy to provide the information.

The Christmas Tree Sale went very well this year, with all of the trees being sold two days before the scheduled completion of the sale. We also received numerous compliments in regards to the quality of this year's trees.

This year's Christmas Party for the children was considered an outstanding success. The kids enjoyed their games and projects and of course their visit from Santa. Santa's visit this year was highlighted with the chimney that appeared in the lobby, allowing Santa to make a proper entrance.

For the first time in four years an honorary member, Anita Roberts, was inducted into Xi Sigma Pi. Unlike a regular member, an honorary member is one who did not meet the GPA requirements, but who has made an outstanding contribution to the advancement of forestry. One additional requirement for admittance is that any potential honorary member must be approved by a two-thirds vote of all of the chapters of Xi Sigma Pi across the country. We feel that Anita is well-deserving of this honor, and our chapter is proud to bestow it upon her.

Once again Xi Sigma Pi co-sponsored the Annual Awards and Scholarship Banquet with the College of Forest Resources. Over 20,000 dollars was awarded, along with many non-monetary awards. This banquet is always the highlight of the academic year, and is considered a great success by all.
"WOODSMEN GO HOLLYWOOD"

by Patrick Arnow

The Woodsmen Team was given the opportunity to spread the name of the College throughout the country last fall. The team was approached to cast a segment from public television's "Reading Rainbow".

Our advisor, Professor Hale, received a call from the Maine Forest Service asking if the team would be interested in helping with the show. We, of course jumped on the chance to be on television.

We met the show's camera crew and producer for the first time at an interview to discuss the script. Professor Hale dug an old videotape out of his files to show them what the team does for events. Being a show for young children the crew immediately dropped speed chopping, axe throwing and felling from the events for the show (They didn't want the kids to end up at the hospital or clearcutting dad's front yard). The next item on the agenda was to take a tour of the campus and University Forest to find a site that would be suitable for the actual shooting of the show. The Stump Dump was too muddy, the Sewall pines too small, the sawmill not "Woody" enough, the forest was too green. Finally the red pine plantation across from the old sawmill site was "perfect", except it needed the addition of a few aluminum pines for shade, a generator for power and a megaphone for the director (not that he really needed it).

After the initial meeting the "Reading Rainbow" crew headed north to film a segment of the show on Great Northern's land. While they were gone the team brought wood and equipment to the filming site to get ready for our big day. We owe many thanks to Dr. Brann for his truck and Andy Alexson for driving and helping in may ways. Chuck Simpson gave the OK to "acquire" popple from the forest surrounding the site, saving us much work in hauling the wood. Kevin McCarey got the honors of hanging up and eventually dropping the trees for us to saw.

On the day of the filming twelve of our team members, accompanied by various faculty members and friends headed out to the "set" to meet the star of the show, Lavar Burton and Smokey the Bear. Our local star, tish carr was loaded up with make-up for her dialogue with Lavar while the film crew pulled the camera trucks off the high stumps and rearranged the stantions (time and time again) to take best advantage of the light filtering down through the pines. We were just about finished when classes from the local elementary schools arrived our audience. Lavar had never crosscut before and a few quick lessons had to be given on how to look coordinated. The director spent a few minutes getting the audience arranged and under control, then shooting began.

Getting warmed up is part of athletics and also of ac-
ting as we all found out that day. The first few lines that were spoken by Lavar had to be shot over and over again until they came out right. The actual shooting was exciting for everyone on the team except Steve and Bob who had to carry a sawlog back and forth in the background as the morning dragged on. It can be surprising how much weight a log can gain after being carried twenty times! The rest of the team sat off to the side during all this and tried to talk the women from New York into chewing tobacco. Our persuasiveness finely paid off, but we forgot to tell them the forest was green, they should have seen their faces!

Once through the dialogue in the beginning, the team built up quite an appetite while scoot loading from every conceivable camera angle. The crew wanted to continue filming but had a hard time with the sound quality with so many stomachs growling. Luckily the whole issue was decided when our audience retired to their busses for lunch. “Reading Rainbow” supplied lunch for the team but we doubted they ever fed woodsmen before-they didn’t even have second helpings, let alone thirds! The audience returned just as we were debating a road trip to Pat’s, so we all went back to playing movie stars.

The first thing to be done in the afternoon was to rearrange everything so that the lighting would again be correct. The stantions turned around, even the aluminum pines uprooted and replanted in new, sunnier places. Lavar had a few more lines while we began to saw. The scene was shot over and over again as Lavar worked on his part and we sawed our hearts out. Twenty minutes to saw one cookie isn’t bad, is it? Fire building came last as Smokey the Bear looked on worriedly. The camera crew just didn’t seem to understand that fire doesn’t understand what “cut” means. The fire building teams would just get the fire burning well when “CUT!” would be yelled and the whole process would have to be started again. They wanted the flame to freeze in place while they moved the camera to a different location; but the flames just kept on right on burning, much to the crew’s surprise!

Once we were finished for the day, it was time for autographs from Lavar. In the true spirit of the day he grabbed a lumber crayon and signed cookie after cookie for the school children (ourselves included). Once the audience left we helped the crew clean up, and get their equipment out of the plantation. After many thanks all around, the team went back to the shed to ponder the activities of television life, and the “Reading Rainbow” crew headed off to New York to splice all the tapes together and think about the ways of the woodsmen, but not to chew tobacco.

A few days after the filming a few of us from the team went back out to the now deserted “set” to retrieve the rest of our equipment and finish the general clean-up. We commented on our experience; interesting to have gone through, enlightening in many aspects; but all in all we were glad we chose the paths we did and liked the forest better as it is and not as a television studio.
Christmas at Nutting
Scholarships and Awards

ROBERT I. ASHMAN AWARD
Patrick Arnow

DWIGHT B. DEMERITT AWARD
Tom Small
Shawn Carlson

WILDLIFE SOCIETY AWARD
Lisa Debruyckere

XI SIGMA PI HIGH RANKING STUDENT AWARDS
Four Year—Samuel McDowell
Sophomore—Mark Doty
Junior—Bradley Porter
Senior—David Stevens
Two Year—Jeffrey Slahor

XI SIGMA PI SUMMER CAMP SCHOLARSHIPS
Forestry—John Stanton
Wildlife—Terry Thomas
Forest Engineering—Stephen Knight

DISTINGUISHED FOREST RESOURCES PROFESSOR AWARD
David Field

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS AWARD
Mike Hammond

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS
Malcolm Coulter
Henry Waldo

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
FOREST PRODUCTS RESEARCH SOCIETY AWARD
Scott Christensen
Sandra Tonnessen

NEW ENGLAND KILN DRYING ASSOCIATION AWARD
Shawn Carlson

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT AWARD
Nick Nicolich
Robert Meinhart

R. I. ASHMAN SUMMER CAMP AWARDS
Four Year—Kenneth Cote, Scott Olson
Two Year—Michael Lalonde

LOUIS J. FREEDMAN MANAGEMENT AWARD
Timothy White

THE MAINE HARDWOOD ASSOCIATION AWARD
Peter Johnson

JOHN SINCLAIR SCHOLARSHIP
Michael Fanjoy
Ben Moore
Elizabeth Olivier

LAWRENCE L. ROBINSON AWARD
Arthur Cluff
Robert LeCompte

FREDERICK QUINCY AWARD
Cathrina Ferreira

THE BANGOR NATURE CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
Jeffrey Bernatowicz
Parnel Hesketh

PENOBSCOT CHAPTER, MAINE AUDUBON SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
Stacie Ramsay

MAINE TRAPPERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP
Francis Brautigm

JOSEPH ROSSIGNOL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Marliese Mahon

PENOBSCOT COUNTY CONSERVATION CLUB AWARD
Joe Coffin Award—Kathleen Meddleton
Bill Geagan Award—Debra Ames
Stanley Getchell Award—Brian Peters
Richard Macleod—Doreen Liner
Arthur Gray Award—Peter D’Aneri
Carl McLaughlin Award—Krista Mailman
Ora Stubbs Award—Suzanne Coutu
Victor Viola Award—David Kane

JAMES C. DURHAM SCHOLARSHIP
Robert Weeks
Wanda Rice

STEVEN NICKOLLS MEMORIAL AWARD
Shawn Carlson

ST. REGIS PAPER COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP
David Miller

HOLT WOODLANDS FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
Dawn Newman

CHARLES PFIEFFER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Charles Caron

KENNEBEC VALLEY TROUT UNLIMITED SCHOLARSHIP
David Boucher

WILDLIFE ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP
James Gibbs
Daniel Clapp

HAROLD WORTHEN FOREST MANAGEMENT AWARD
Brett Seamans
Charles George
Anne Chamberlain

THE G. PEIRCE AND FLORENCE PITTS WEBBER SCHOLARSHIP
Thomas Small
Mark Doty

SMALL WOODLOT OWNERS ASSOCIATION OF MAINE GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Jennifer Riefler

ROGER TAYLOR SCHOLARSHIP
David Miller

DOW-GRIFFEE AWARD
Daniel Harrison
Lee Eavy

DISTINGUISHED STUDENT SERVICE AWARD
Mark Andrews
John Mills
Julia Conlan
Stephen Salisbury
David Harvey
James Stewart
Doreen Liner

INVOLVEMENT AWARD
Doreen Liner
Stephen Salisbury

CHARLES E. SCHOMAKER MEMORIAL AWARD
Brian Hobbs
FIRST YEAR TECHNICIANS
Graduate Directory

M.S. Candidates

Andrew T. Alexson
57 Inglewood Dr., Rochester, NY.
B.S., University of Idaho, 1981
Thesis: The Effects of Sulphur on Skidding Production of Small Farm Tractors.

Timothy Bowman
1253 Labaron Circle, Webster, NY.
B.S., University of Maine at Orono
Thesis: To Develop a Computer Assisted System to Evaluate Equipment Productivity

Roland A. Dupuis
22 Prentice St., Old Town, Maine
B.S., University of Maine at Orono, Plant and Soil Science, 1979
Thesis: Management Considerations for Setting up a Forestry Project in a Developing Country

Diane Eggeman
2931B Northland Dr., Columbia, Mo.
B.S., University of Missouri
Thesis: Behavior and Habitat use of Wintering Common Goldeneyes

Don Engelhart
5990 W. Warren Ave., Denver, Co.
B.S., State University of New York
Thesis: Comparison of Winching Systems for Prebunching

Brian Hobbs
28 Baker Dr., Helmetta, NJ.
B.S., Rutgers University
Thesis: Effects of Soil Chemistry on Growth of Spruce and Fir

Jonathan A. Jenks
22A University Park, Orono Maine
B.S., Unity College
Thesis: Synergetic Relationships Among Important Winter Forages of White Tailed Deer

M. N. "Buddy" Johnson
240 Putting Hall
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Thesis: Avian Use of Lakeshore Bufferstrips in Eastern Maine

David Leptich
P.O. Box 8413 Moscow Id.
B.S., University of Idaho

John R. Lones
Baston Rd., North Yarmouth, Me.
B.S., University of Maine
Thesis: Evaluation of seasonal Habitat Use Patterns of Moose in Northern Maine

Joyce Snyder
38 Circular Rd., St. Johns, Newfoundland, Canada
B.S., Evergreen State College, WA.
Thesis: Wildlife of Maine's Peatlands

Mike Thompson
60 Pine St., Rutland, VT.
B.S., University of Maine
Thesis: How Light, the Physical Attributes of White Pine and other Stand Factors Affect Picea strobus (Peck) Dispersal and Overwintering

Jennifer Riclter
St. 1, Box 360, Uxbridge, Mass.
B.S., Southern Oregon State College, Ashland, OR.
Thesis: Services, Needs, and Constraints of Forestry Consultants in Maine

Patricia R. Swanson
P.O. Box 232, Orono, Maine
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle

David Santillo
4074 Union Rd., Cheektowaga, NY.
B.S., SUNY, College of Environmental Science and Forestry
Thesis: Response of Breeding Birds and Small Mammals to Glyphosate Induced Habitat Changes

Mary F. Small
12 University Place, Orono, Maine
B.S., University of Massachusetts
Thesis: Songbird and Small Mammal Populations in Maine Boreal and Edge Oak-Pine Forests

Nicholas Tulli
4074 Union Rd., Cheektowaga, NY.
B.S., University of Idaho
Ph.D. Candidates

Steven Arthur
18330 5th Ave., Plymouth, Minn.
B.S., University of Massachusetts
M.S., Colorado State

Mary Ellen Chilelli
8 Michael St., Old Town, Maine
B.S., University of Vermont, Burlington
M.S., University of Arizona, Tucson
Thesis: Modeling the Population Dynamics of Maine's White-Tailed Deer

A. Lee Eavy
6328 N. Elms Rd., flushing, MI.
B.S., University of Michigan
M.S., Michigan State University
Thesis: Seed Mortality Factors of Tamarack, Larix laricina (DuRoi) Koch in Maine

Catherine A. Elliott
19 Mobile Cres., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
B.S., University of Vermont
M.S., University of Maine at Orono
Thesis: Songbird Species Diversity in Relation to the Structure and Size of Forest Stands and Edges

Douglas R. Gill
701 Spring St., Rumford, Maine
B.S., University of Maine at Orono, Forestry
M.S., University of Maine at Orono
Thesis: Evaluation of Current Public Road Networks and Use by the Maine Forest Products Industry

Dennis G. Jorde
Box 82, RR #1, Tower, ND.
B.S., University of North Dakota
M.S., University of North Dakota
Thesis: Nutritional and Thermodynamic Aspects of the Ecology of Black Ducks Wintering in Maine

R. A. Lautenschlager
794A Greenfield Rd., Costigan, Maine
B.S., University of Connecticut
M.S., Yale University
Thesis: The Ecology of Red Raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.) in the Northeastern U.S.

Mark McColough
123 South Pike Rd., Sarver, PA.
B.S., Penn State University, 1979
M.S., University of Maine at Orono, 1981
Thesis: Post-Fledging ecology of Bald Eagles in Maine

Maarten A. Nieuwenhuis
the Netherlands
"Ingenieur" Degree, Agricultural University, the Netherlands
M.S., University of Maine at Orono
Thesis: Applications of a Map-Based Information System in Logging Road Network Analysis

James R. Steinman
Findlay, Ohio
B.S., Ohio State University
M.S., Ohio State University
Thesis: Variable-Density Growth and Yield Simulations of Even-Aged Spruce-Fir Stands in Maine

Paul I. V. Strong
Bunker Hill Rd., Jefferson, Maine
B.S., University of Maine at Orono, Biology
M.S., Oklahoma State University, Wildlife ecology
Thesis: The Role of Tradition in the Ecology of Common Loons

Bret P. Vicary
32 College Ave., Orono, Maine
B.S., SUNY, College of Environmental Sciences and Forestry, 1976
M.S., University of Maine at Orono, 1982
Thesis: The Theory and Practice of Forestland Appraisal

Roger A. Williams
W C Tulnwood, Orono, Maine
B.S., Ohio State University
M.S., Ohio State University
Thesis: Comparison of Biomass Production to Site Index by Drainage Class on a Major Soil Catena in the Spruce-Fir of Maine

Pralad B. Yonzon
Kathmandu, Nepal
B.S., Tribhuvan University, Nepal
M.S., I. Trip Huun University, Nepal
Thesis: Cranial Osteology of Gymnophiona sp.
1. Colorado State University
2. University of California, Santa Barbara
Thesis: Larger Ramsus of Nepal (Professional Paper)
SUPPORTERS

We thank these parents for supporting the 1985 Maine Forester.

Mr. & Mrs. Ray Messenger
Dr. & Mrs. James J. Callahan Jr.
Mrs. Phyllis V. Cousar
Mr. & Mrs. Duane Bumps
Mr. & Mrs. William V. Alexson
Richard & Edith Weik
Mr. & Mrs. Leighton H. Langely
Dr. & Mrs. Howard F. Merrick
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Plourde
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Sorterup
Mr. & Mrs. Curtis L. Balduf
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Breen
Mr. & Mrs. Sylvester Parker
Donna Rayner
Dolores & Bill Danuck
Mr. & Mrs. William D. Donovan
Richard & Joan Milne
Lawrence Cote
Roger & Margaret Carlson
Mr. & Mrs. Donald T. Harris
Congratulations Roger Plourde
Love, Mom & Dad

Good Luck to Dave Hall UMO/Forestry
His Parents

Compliment of:
Hug - A - Pine Forestry & Lumber
89 Main St.
Lake Placid, N.Y.  12946

Good Luck Mike as you learn how to preserve the conifers and broadleafs for us and our furry friends.
Philip Lally

Dear Jim, You are a self made person.
Love, Mom, Harvey Jr. & Bruce

Glen, We Love you and miss you.
Mom and Dad

David, This Year has been great!
But lets do more hiking next year!
Huey

Good Luck! - Sara

Glen: Hang in there, we are behind you all the way!
Mom & Dad

Stephen M. Knight, Class of 1985
Wishing you the best of luck in Whatever course you pursue after graduation.
Love, Mom, Dad, Scott, and Powderpuff

Congratulations Shawn - Mom & Dad

P. J.: Hope your future is filled with happiness.
Kathy, Nick, Nicholas & Jillian

P.J.: Congratulations, Good Luck in your future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mike, Terry & Tony

Congratulations, Debbie, for a job well done! We wish you all the best in what you do! Love ya!
Mom, Dad, Bob and Jack

Anita: If anyone deserves to be a member of XI Sigma PI, that person is you.
Congratulations!
Patrick

To all those we leave behind: Don’t forget the undergrad reading room, where we gathered to discuss our activities and classes, and to learn our own definition of professionalism. It is through dealing with our fellow students that we learn the many aspects of professionalism, for example stress management, accepting responsibility and delegating authority. All the while still getting something presentable accomplished. Life is indeed what you make of it!
FTD

Bearshit and Burly:
Good Luck out in the “real” world.
FTD STP TOR
Terri

Graduation has never been an event that I enjoy as it is when we have to say goodbye. It is however, very exciting to see each of you enter the next phase of your lives. I’m sure you will make use of your special talents. Always remember that we are very interested in where you are and what you are doing so please keep in touch with us.
My Best to each of you, Laurie

Hi Geoffrey Miller - We’re proud to be your Family
Jean, Heather, Galen, Conor, Sam, Kendall and Carla
OUR CONTRIBUTORS

These contributors have generously donated funds in support of the College of Forest Resources and the 1985 Maine Forester

L. L. BEAN, INC.
RAYNOR K. BROWN
DEAD RIVER COMPANY
J. M. HUBER CORPORATION
WESTERN MAINE NURSERIES
DIAMOND OCCIDENTAL CORP.
JAMES W. SEWALL COMPANY
JAMES RIVER CORPORATION
ANDREWS LAND SERVICES, INC.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE UMO
Memorial Union
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469

As the largest bookseller in Maine, we stock 25,000 book titles and special order thousands of others annually. We also supply books for many professional and corporate libraries, including forestry-related accounts.

To service your book needs call 207-581-1700, attn. Gary Menchen, Tradebook Manager

This yearbook is partially funded by THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The Student Government is working for you!

We're working for your future!

JOIN US NOW AT STUDENT RATES

Forest Products Research Society
2801 Marshall Court
Madison, Wisconsin 53705 USA
CANADIAN CHAINS
Specialty-Industrial-Forestry
Farm Tractor
CANADIAN CHAINS, INC.
Rt. 2 West, P.O. Box 428
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
207-474-5521

PRIDE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Wood Turners Since 1930
GUILFORD, MAINE
04443

Phone
(207) 876-3315

MANAGING FOREST RESOURCES
FOR THE FUTURE

SEVEN ISLANDS LAND COMPANY
27 STATE STREET  BANGOR, MAINE  04401
STEEL SHANK
Inch wide, triple-ribbed, tempered steel shank provides firm foot support and prevents the boot from breaking down under the arch.

MULTI-LAYERED BOTTOM
1) The outsole begins with Red Wing's exclusive one-piece Vibram* lug sole and heel. 2) Pliable cork fiber forms to your feet as you walk. 3) Rubber midsole for support and shape retention. 4) Natural leather storm welt is foundation for attachment. 5) Sweat-resistant, oak leather insole absorbs perspiration.

THE SOLE
Red Wing's exclusive "one-piece" Vibram* lug sole and heel is securely attached to withstand the heavy stress and leverage placed against the heel in most work conditions, and eliminate "popping" larger heels. "Ventilated outsole on Red Wing boots.

S-LAYER TOE PROTECTION
The toe has two layers of leather, one layer of foam cushioning, a heavy steel protective toe, and a soft twill lining. Two layers in all, all designed to protect the toes with comfort.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT for UMO Forestry Students

107
One down... 1,499,999 to go.

As Maine goes, so goes Great Northern, especially the forested parts. It's therefore in our best interest to see to it that this forested part of Maine is in the best of shape. And a portion of our "seeing to it" involves planting nearly 1.5 million spruce seedlings each and every year.

Our foresters tell us where natural growth isn't expected to be abundant, where nature could use an assist. Our assistance starts with the planting of spruce seedlings. Next, when needed, herbicides may be carefully used to hold back competing vegetation and let the seedlings get a good start.

The result of these and other forest management programs will be a vigorous softwood forest. A forest better able to ward off the spruce budworm. A forest to meet the demands of the 21st century.

In addition, we're developing new ways to use hardwood to make paper. The research is costly. But we're betting our results will be well worth the effort.

It's our business to see the forest for the trees.

Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation
C.B. Cummings & Sons Co.
ESTABLISHED 1860

MANUFACTURERS
BIRCH DOWELS  •  DOWEL PRODUCTS
SPIRAL GROOVED OR FLUTED DOWEL PINS

"Those Smooth Ones"

Norway, Maine 04268
Area Code 207
Dial 743-6326

E. D. Bessey & Son
Forest Products Buyers

U.S. Route 201
Hinckley, Maine 04044

Tel. 207-453-9388

Woodland managed under the
Tree Farm Program
will be of value forever.

USG
UNITED STATES GYPSUM

Lisbon Falls Plant

N.H. Bragg & Sons

92 Perry Road, P.O. Box 927
Bangor, Maine 04401
(207) 947-8611

Serving Since 1854

The Maine Forest Products Industry
with
Industrial Supplies & Equipment
Automotive Parts,
Welding Supplies and Gases
Steel and Wire Rope
Some forestry basics cannot be bought.

The basics you'll use in your forestry career cannot be bought. They were given to you: your hands, your eyes, your mind.

You develop these basics through education and experience. And you supplement them with man-made tools.

That's where Forestry Suppliers, Inc. fits in. The tools we sell make it easier for you to develop the basics you were given.

Team up your basics with our tools for your success.

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
205 West Rankin Street
Post Office Box 8397 - Jackson, Mississippi 37204
1-601-354-3565

Georgia-Pacific

Totally Integrated Forestry Company
Land Holding
Land Management
Manufacturing
Retail
Development

Manufacturing:
Casco
Retail Locations:
Casco
Windham
Sanford
So. Paris
Kennebunk
Yarmouth
The Professional Mid-Size Saw for Heavy-Duty Cutting

Designed with the professional logger in mind. Excellent as a pulpwood or heavy-duty limbing saw. Built to stand up in cold, icy conditions as well as hot, dry climates.

A unique saw that features high power, low weight and the latest in human engineering.

Distributed by:
HAMPTON EQUIPMENT, INC.
Lancaster, N.H. 03584
(603) 788-4744

STIHL®
NUMBER ONE WORLDWIDE
**Everything for the forester...**

**Finch, Pruyn & Company, Inc.**

Controlled Use Managers of all our lands; to Harvest, Under Professional Guidance all Open Space Resources

**THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY**

5410 Grosvenor Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814

The Organization of Wildlife Professionals

Publishes: The Journal of Wildlife Management
Wildlife Monographs
Wildlife Society Bulletin
Wildlife Management Techniques
Manual and reference, text books

Certifies and maintains registry of:
Certified Wildlife Biologists
Associate Wildlife Biologists

Builds professionalism from:
the individual wildlifer, to
The chapter, to
The section, to
The Society.

Get involved!

Contact the UMO Student Chapter for more information.

**S. J. Bailey & Sons, Inc.**

Manufacturers of Wood Products

CLARKS SUMMIT, PA 18411-0239

EMPLOYEE OWNED!
Imagine where we'd all be today if wood didn't burn. We'd all be a little colder—and a lot poorer. With plentiful supply, people have turned back to wood to produce dependable inexpensive heat from woodstoves and fireplaces. This new demand is coming at a time when we're losing a thousand square miles of forest land each year to urban expansion and other people pressures. So we've got to take extra good care of the forests we have. Our job is growing. For information on how you can help, write

Society of American Foresters
5400 Grosvenor Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814

"The first paint made specifically for tree and log marking. And there's a special NEL-SPOT marking tool for every tree, log and boundary marking job."

Pinkham Quality Starts with Great Northern Trees.

It's the best raw material in the East. Pinkham Lumber selects the finest Eastern spruce-balsam fir and pine from the woodlands of Great Northern Paper—two million acres of trees in all.

From quality trees comes quality lumber. Kiln dried, graded and weatherproof wrapped, each shipment is produced for people who take pride in their work. Look for the twin bear symbol and the Pinkham name. They're your assurance of consistent quality, start to finish. We guarantee it.

Pinkham Lumber
a company of Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation
Box 6, Aailand, Maine 04732
OSMOSE

SERVING THE UTILITIES INDUSTRY FOR OVER 40 YEARS THROUGH INSPECTION AND PRESERVATION OF WOOD PRODUCTS. CHALLENGING POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR THE FORESTER LOOKING FOR:

GROWTH
RESPONSIBILITY
INCENTIVES
BENEFITS

OSMOSE WOOD PRESERVING CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
980 ELICOTT STREET, BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14209

Wilford J. Merrill
Forester
W. J. Merrill Consulting
Solon, Maine (207) 643-2275

Norman H. Gray, L.S.
Consulting Forester
RR1 Box 94 FISH STREET
FRYEBURG, MAINE 04037 HOME TEL. 207-697-2220
SUMMER 207-928-2804

Douglas W. (Bill) Mahan
Registered Professional Forester
P. O. Box 274
Kenduskeag, Maine 04450 (207) 884-8873

Forest & Land Projects
Professional Forester & Surveyor Consultant

Property Line Clearing & Marking
Pulpwood & Timber Surveys
Appraisals on Overcuts
Contracts & Forest Management Work

D. E. Gray
PHONE 725-6848

Maine Woodlot Management
Professional Forestry Services

William B. Calderwood, R.P.F.
(207) 273-2175
P. O. Box 221
Warren, Maine 04864
COMPLIMENTS OF

Banton, inc.

49 HIGH STREET
NEWPORT, MAINE
368-4358

Woodcrafting Excellence
Since 1865

TRECODER™
TREE MARKING INKS
For A Brighter, Longer Lasting Mark

Scientifically formulated for greater visibility, permanency and adhesion to bark. TRECODER inks are non-settling and non-clogging regardless of temperature. Available in three grades and seven vivid colors. Also try new TRECODER Boundary Marking Inks in spray or brush-on formula.

NEW TRECODER SPOT GUN
Faster, lighter, easier to use — a must for all tree marking operations

Call or write for free ink samples
Forestry Products Division
American Coding and Marking Ink Co.
1220 North Avenue, Plainfield, NJ 07062
(201) 756-0373

ST REGIS CORPORATION

. . . . . . . . . Bucksport
. . . . . . . . . Costigan
. . . . . . . . . Woodlands

Serving Man and Nature
to the benefit of both.
Compliments of

Maine Chapter
Association of Consulting Foresters

ALSHTON, RICHARD W.
Farmington, ME

BROWN, RAYNOR K.
North Waterford, ME

CALDERWOOD, WILLIAM B.
Warren, ME

CHILDS, ALBERT J.
Freeport, ME

FISKE, ROBERT B.
Old Town, ME

HUNTRESS, FRED A., JR.
Poland Spring, ME

KLANCHANY, PETER
Springvale, ME

NOEL, RENE D., JR.
North Windham, ME

PUTNAM, EUGENE L.
Hampden, ME

ROCK, DAVID A.
Troy, ME

SCHAIBLE, DAVID
Nobleboro, ME

TODD, ROBERT
New Boston, N.H.

TRYON, THEODORE C.
Old Town, ME

WHITNEY, ROBERT H.
Portland, ME

McKENNEY, DENNIS
Antrim, N.H.

Moosehead Colonial Furniture
Monson, Maine 04464

Using 4,000,000 of Maine’s renewable resources with Maine’s people

QUALITY TREE GROWTH, INC.
P.O. Box 34
Orono, Maine, USA 04473

Silviculture Prescriptions
Plantation Establishment
Vegetation Management
Woodlot Management

OTG - INC
ROBBINS LUMBER, INC.
NATIVE SOFTWOODS
SEARSMONT, MAINE

Manufacturers Wholesalers
TELEPHONE 207-342-5221

ROBBINS LUMBER, INC.
NATIVE SOFTWOODS
SEARSMONT, MAINE

Manufacturers Wholesalers
TELEPHONE 207-342-5221

PEJEPSCOT Paper Co.
Lower Main St.
Machias, Maine 04654

Manufacturers of fine and specialty papers since 1868

Member of the American Tree Farm System

Forester
Put your degree to work where it can do a world of good

Your first job after graduation should offer more than just a paycheck.

In the Peace Corps, you will work both with trees and with people. You will not plant and manage trees by yourself. You will inspire and motivate your host country citizens to do it for themselves. In teaching them how to develop and maintain their own natural resources, you will come away with more than technical skills.

The toughest job you'll ever love

PEACE CORPS
People want to read and write better. International Paper asked experts to help

How to use a library
by James A. Michener

How to write a resume
by Jerrold G. Simon, Ed. D.

How to write clearly
by Edward T. Thompson

How to enjoy the classics
by Steve Allen

How to write with style
by Kurt Vonnegut

How to read an annual report
by Jane Bryant Quinn

How to read faster
by Bill Cosby

How to improve your vocabulary
by Tony Randall

How to write a business letter
by Malcolm Forbes

How to make a speech
by George Plimpton

For reprints of any of these articles in International Paper's Power of the Printed Word series, write:

International Paper Company
Androscoggin Mill
Jay, Maine 04239

Today, the printed word is more vital than ever. Now there is more need than ever before for all of us to read better, write better, and communicate better. International Paper offers this series in the hope that, even in a small way, we can help.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
We believe in the power of the printed word.
AUGUSTA MACHINERY, INC.
Quality Rebuilt, New and Used
Planermill and Sawmill Machinery

Planer Matchers
Resaws

We sell Rebuilt Planer Matchers, Planers,
Moulders & Resaws with new machine
warranties
We build new tilt hoists and conveyor
equipment.
We can quote on rebuilding your Planer mill
equipment.
We have a large inventory of new and used
parts for most machines.

CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS AND FREE BROCHURE
685 Riverside Drive
Augusta, Maine 04330
207/623-2929

MAINE’S GREAT FUR INDUSTRY
A TWO MILLION DOLLAR
RENEWABLE RESOURCE BASED ON SOUND
—WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT—

TRAPPERS, FUR DEALERS, BIOLOGISTS & WARDENS
WORKING TOGETHER
FOR THE BENEFIT OF FURBEARING ANIMALS & THE PEOPLE OF
MAINE

We are proud to be part of this great American Heritage.

MOWATT FUR CORPORATION
International Raw Fur Dealers
Mark Mowatt, President, UMO Wildlife 1972
Thomas L. Stevens, Gen. Mgr., Head Buyer, UMO Wildlife 1975
J. Robert De Farges, Buyer, UMO Wildlife 1977

Compliments of
ALBERT R. LAVALLEY, INC.
A Certified
MAINE TREE FARMER
SANFORD, MAINE

P.O. Box 158
Brewer, Maine 04412
(207) 989-6191
Usual and Unusual tools for the woodsman
Your choice of over 300 hand-tools for woodsmen and loggers. Each tool is custom forged, contoured and hand finished by Maine craftsmen who understand your needs. Pickaroons available in eight different patterns; also a wide selection of pulphooks, cantdogs, canthooks, pick poles and timber tongs. Send for free brochure.

Snow & Nealley Co.
P.O. Box 876 NF
Bangor, Maine 04401
207-947-8301

Wood is nature's most versatile building material. Pound for pound, it's stronger than steel, light, easy to work with and unsurpassed in tone and texture. And, equally important, too, it's a good natural energy saver.

For example, the sun provides all the energy needed to produce wood free of charge. It takes less energy to convert wood into usable products than is needed for most other building materials. And wood is a better natural insulator than brick, masonry or metal.

Increasingly, wood is being used as an alternative to other, more costly energy resources. At Boise Cascade, we are installing advanced systems that efficiently burn leftover wood to generate the heat, steam and even the power vital to our production. In fact, our wood products operations now generate over 60% of their own energy needs, releasing more essential fuels like natural gas for other uses.

Our nation's energy problems can't all be solved with wood, but it's one of several good alternatives. We're working to make the best use of this renewable natural resource.

From the people at Boise Cascade
Introducing the McDONOUGH “A” Series Super Duty Band Mills

A new generation of Band Mills from McDONOUGH designed to provide extended capacity, faster feeds, improved accuracy, reduced kerf, and unexcelled performance and reliability. Truly the most current state of the art technology in Band Mills and available only from McDONOUGH.

- **EXTENDED CAPACITY**

- **McDONOUGH SUPER DUTY TYPE AIR STRAIN**

- **ONE-PIECE IRON WHEELS WITH CAST IN BALANCE POCKETS**

- **NON-ROTATING TOP SHAFT**

- **INDEPENDENT TILT CONTROL**

- **MOTORIZED TOP GUIDE LIFT**

- **MOTORIZED TOP WHEEL LIFT**

- **CARTRIDGE GUIDES**

- **SLAT BED TAILING TABLE**

- **TIMKEN TYPE “AP” LOWER BEARINGS**

- **BAND SAW CLEANER AND LUBRICATOR**

- **SINGLE OR DOUBLE CUT**

- **VERTICAL OR SLANT**

- **COMPLETELY MACHINED BASE AND COLUMN**

46', 54', 62', 68', 71/2', 81/2', & 91/10'. NUMBERS DENOTE WHEEL DIAMETER/CAPACITY. This design available in singles, twins, quads, and resaws.

When you want the BEST

McDONOUGH

P.O. BOX 510
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54702
Phone (715) 834-7755

Serving the Lumber Industry Since 1888
This is it, the final chapter of this year's Maine Forester. It has taken a long time to get this far, just ask Terri or Anita or anyone else who worked on the book. This has been a very interesting year for me as editor. It was hard for me to come back to school in the middle of the year and try to pick up and run with things. I owe an awful lot to a lot of people for making the transition of returning to school after the accident as painless as possible! I am glad that I did come back, and I can say that I am glad that I stayed on as editor, although there were times that I wasn't so sure. There were a lot of problems that we tried to overcome this year, and I think that we will be even further along next year.

This is your book, the pages are filled with pictures of you and your friends. If it is not then get involved next year! If there is one thing that I learned this year it is that the more involved you are, the more you learn, and not only about academic things, but also about yourself which is important in defining your goals and dreams.

There are a number of people who helped in many ways and deserve to be recognized. I would like to first thank the staff. The work that all of you did made my job possible! I would like to especially thank Terri and Anita for getting and keeping the ball rolling in my absence. As you have looked through these pages, you have seen their work. You may not have realized it but it is there! In the developed pictures, in the layouts, in every page. I think that it would be more appropriate to say that Anita and Terri were the editors and I was an assistant editor. I would like to thank them for letting me keep the position as editor. It means a lot to me!

Thanks to Dave for being photo editor (I knew that you could do it, that's why I talked you into it!) Thanks to Patrick for kicking me in the back-side when I needed it, as well as for his help with layouts and all the little jobs. Thanks to Bill for another year of advertiser layouts and other assorted tasks. Thanks to everyone who contributed feature articles! Thanks to Gerri for her help with the parents aspect, and to Dawn for keeping the checkbook balanced and us hopefully out of the red. Thanks to Jess for her writing abilities. Thanks also to everyone who donated sketches, club articles, quotes, pictures, and time!

I would like to congratulate Tom Broddie for having his picture selected for the front cover and Todd Ehrlich for having his picture selected for the back cover. Thanks to everyone else who submitted pictures for the cover contest. They were all beautiful and the decision was hard.

Special thanks go to our advisor, Louis Morin for all his time, expertise, and patience! Thanks to Dr. Brann for the use again this year of the computer. Thanks to Dean Knight for his encouragement and help with the dedication, and to Gina and Laurie for helping us with the little things that only they seem to know how to do. Thanks to Mary Viik for the use of the darkroom to keep Dave out of trouble. Thanks to Al for his help with technicians. Thanks to Anne for getting me into this job in the first place (????) and for all your technical advice and help!

Thank you to my family who helped me down the road to recovery so that I could be here this semester. Thanks to all my friends for their encouragement, thoughts and visits while I was home. Thanks to Debbie for being my inspiration! Thanks to everyone for allowing me to have this chance to be editor. It's been real, and it's even been fun! Good luck to all the seniors, we'll miss you next year, come back and visit once in a while. Aloha,

Tim
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